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Summary of what we learned from the last lecture
• Neutrinos are very weakly interacting fermions and are part of the SU2L doublet 

• Electrically neutral fermion of the SM and there are no right-handed neutrinos in SM

• There are three “types” of neutrinos: ⌫e ⌫µ ⌫⌧
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JUNO INO
Will measure the rate 
at which antineutrinos 
of di!erent energies 
created at the 
Yangjiang and Taishan 
nuclear power plants 
(53 kilometres apart) 
switch "avour to 
calculate the 
di!erences between 
mass states. 

DUNE Hyper-Kamiokande
Will send neutrinos of 
di!erent energies from 
Fermilab to the 
Sanford Underground 
Research Facility in 
South Dakota. 
Physicists will record 
di!erences in the way 
neutrinos and 
antineutrinos oscillate 
and how this depends 
on their energy. 

Neutrinos and 
antineutrinos will travel 
from the Japan Proton 
Accelerator Research 
Complex (J-Parc) in 
Tokaimura. Particles 
will be of a single 
energy, selected to 
maximize the detection 
of "avour switching 
over the distance from 
J-Parc.

A neutrino (ν), or its antimatter 
counterpart the antineutrino, is 
always produced alongside an 
electron (e) or one of the electron’s 
heavier cousins, the muon (μ) or tau 
(τ) particle — and the presence of 
this partner particle gives the 
neutrino a ‘"avour’.

Unlike electrons, muons and tau 
particles, neutrinos do not have 
de$nite masses. Instead, every 
neutrino is a mixture — or quantum 
superposition — of three ‘mass 
states’, and those states mix in 
di!erent proportions to make di!erent 
"avours.

Neutrinos are everywhere, 
generated by a variety of 
processes.

Fusion of hydrogen nuclei 
to form helium in the Sun.
 

Supernovae and collisions 
between cosmic rays and 
air particles in Earth’s 
atmosphere.

Particle accelerators 
smashing protons 
into a target and 
$ssion from the 
radioactive decay of 
elements inside 
nuclear reactors.

A major puzzle is why the Universe is 
$lled with matter, rather than antimatter. 
Di!erences in how neutrinos and 
antineutrinos oscillate between "avours 
as they travel could provide a clue.

Some theories propose a fourth, sterile, neutrino. 
If it exists, it would interact with matter even more 
weakly than the other "avours, and could account 
for the as-yet-undetected dark matter that is 
thought to make up 85% of all the matter in the 
Universe. If neutrinos mysteriously ‘disappear’ at 
a detector, that could be a sign that they have 
switched into sterile neutrinos.

i
Although physicists know that neutrinos exist in 
three di!erent mass states, which state is the 
lightest and which is the heaviest remains a 
mystery. Knowing that would help scientists to 
decide between rival theories about how the four 
forces of nature unite as a single force at high 
energies, similar to those experienced in the 
moments after the Big Bang.

Physicists know the di!erences 
between the $rst and second and 
the $rst and third mass states. 
They also know that that the 
second mass state is bigger than 
the $rst. That leaves just two 
possibilities for the hierarchy:

20,000 tonnes of 
‘liquid scintillator’  
lights up when 
neutrinos hit

50,000 tonnes of 
magnetic iron 
plates distinguish 
neutrino from 
antineutrino strikes 

40,000 tonnes of liquid 
argon produces 
electrons and light when 
neutrinos hit

295 km1,300 km

1 megatonne of 
water shows cones 
of light where 
neutrinos hit

Status: Construction begun
Cost: $330 million
Sits under 700 metres of rock.

Status: Funding approved
Cost: $233 million
Will be largest experimental 
basic-science facility in India.

Jiangmen Underground Neutrino 
Observatory (JUNO), China

Status: Planned
Cost: About $800 million
Will be the world’s largest neutrino 
detector — it is 25 times bigger than 
its predecessor, Super-Kamiokande.

Status: Planned
Cost: US$1 billion
Will make highest-energy 
neutrinos of any experiment.

Deep Underground Neutrino 
Experiment  (DUNE), United States

Hyper-Kamiokande, Japan

India-based Neutrino 
Observatory (INO), India

AN UNCONVENTIONAL PARTICLE

NEUTRINO
FACTORIES

WHERE THEY
WILL BE DETECTED

BIG QUESTIONS
What is the mass hierarchy? Why is there so little antimatter? Is there a ‘sterile’ neutrino?
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As a neutrino travels, each state contributes to 
its mass at a varying rate, causing the neutrino 
to change "avour over time. The frequency of 
the changes depends on the di!erences 
between the mass states, the neutrino’s 
energy and parameters that govern how the 
states are allowed to mix.
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Will detect neutrinos 
and antineutrinos 
produced by cosmic 
rays from the other side 
of Earth. If the journey 
boosts neutrino 
switching, this implies a 
normal mass hierarchy; 
if antineutrino switching 
speeds up, the inverted 
hierarchy is likely.

Sun

Supernovae

Nuclear $ssion

INVERTED

A s researchers at CERN, Europe’s particle-physics laboratory 
near Geneva, dream of super-high-energy colliders to explore 
the Higgs boson, their counterparts in other parts of the world 
are pivoting towards a different subatomic entity: the neutrino.  

Neutrinos are more abundant than any particle other than 
photons, yet they interact so weakly with other matter that every 
second, more than 100 billion stream — mainly unnoticed — 
through every square centimetre of Earth. Once thought to be 
massless, they in fact have a minuscule mass and can change type as 
they travel, a bizarre and entirely unexpected feature that physicists 
do not fully understand (see ‘An unconventional particle’). Indeed, 
surprisingly little is known about the neutrino. “These are the most 
ubiquitous matter particles in the Universe that we know of, and 
probably the most mysterious,” says Nigel Lockyer, director of the 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) in Batavia, Illinois.
Four unprecedented experiments look poised to change this. 

Two — one in China and one in India — already have the go-ahead, 
and plans to erect detectors in Japan and the United States are in 
the works (see ‘Where they will be detected’). Buried underground 
to prevent interference from other particles, all four are designed to 
detect many more neutrinos, and to probe the switching process in 
more detail, than any existing experiment.

The results are expected to feed into some of the most 
fundamental questions in cosmology (see ‘Flurry of experiments’). 
Some of the experiments will make their own neutrinos; all will use 
any they can capture from the Sun or from supernova explosions. 
“The age of the neutrino,” Lockyer says, “could go on for a very 
long time.”

Age of the

NEUTRINO

The detectors in China (JUNO) 
and India (INO) are designed 
to untangle the relationship 
between the three mass states, 
with implications for the origins 
of the forces of nature. By 
contrast, DUNE in the United 
States and Hyper-Kamiokande 
in Japan aim to spot differences 
in how neutrinos and 
antineutrinos oscillate between 
flavours. That could solve a 
second cosmological puzzle: 
why the Universe is made up of 
matter rather than antimatter. 
All four detectors will also hunt 
for a hypothesized ‘sterile’ 
neutrino.

Flurry of  
experiments
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• While we don’t understand neutrinos very well they are omnipresent!



Atmospheric neutrinos
• Neutrinos get produced via cosmic rays (accelerated protons, He) interacting with 

the atmosphere

Rµ
e
⇡

N⌫µ +N⌫µ

N⌫e +N⌫e

⇠ 2
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Exercise: show that � (⇡+ ! e+⌫e)

� (⇡+ ! µ+⌫µ)
⇡ 2⇥ 10�4
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• 1998 Super-Kamiokande experiment: 40 kton water cherenkov  
experiment detected atmospheric neutrinos

Super-Kamiokande  

electron ring muon ring

Atmospheric neutrinos



behaviour from  
fluxes

electron neutrinos muon neutrinos

cos ✓
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cos ✓
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⌫µ ! ⌫⌧
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T2K could not “see” the tau 
neutrinos so it appears 
there is a deficit of muon 
neutrinos

Exercise: What is the minimum 
energy a neutrino must have to 
create a charged lepton when it 
interactions with a neutron i.e. 

 calculate this for each 
neutrino flavour
⌫↵n ! p`↵
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Atmospheric neutrinos



Neutrino Oscillations
Two neutrino oscillation

194 id4 E't
It eigenvalue

Time evolution ofthe eigenstate

4 x t Gtx e
EE

in w
amplitude phase

Massie stales Vi Uz V2
interaction states Ve Un Ve



Neutrino Oscillations

Charged current interaction wet ve

e

eigenstate was produced

as
Mj ggm

wt system is describedby
alinear superposition g
Vi Vi V3

Lee

III
v2 if tarpulaivi

itflavorindex



Neutrino Oscillations

Um Un UnEH
Ive Me lui t Uezlvi t Ues us

Ive propagates as a linear superposition until it is measured
then wavefunction collapses neutrinos are measured as a flavour state
the wavefunction evolves in time d to the phase she
and this allows for v oscillations ie the phenomenon ofneutrino flavour transformation



Neutrino Oscillations

Two neutrino mixing

Ve Vu Vi V2

IV Lt Iv e'CPI
x E t

I V24 Ivf LP X E t Ex show fromUtu 12 2
that 4 1 81 L S I

CoECosa
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Neutrino Oscillations

e In the two neutrino case consider

met fun that a ve is created at time to

1410 Ive Calvi t solve
attire t

144,4 colv é'd t solve é
Oi Pil Eit



Neutrino Oscillations

1 G g Yen rewrite massive states in termsofflavor stats

141L t to colve solver Je id sot solve colvin é

I ate id so e in Ive socoeia socoe d un

141L t e
id coat so e'dayIve t coso e idol I Ives

Apn Qi gu

Daz 0
14th t eid qty ve

eid Ive no phase difference no oscillation so
Ive stays a lie



Neutrino Oscillations

P Veeru 1Svu 1414 171
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Neutrino Oscillations

Don E Ez t pi pi x are approximately equal
firm Tmz t pi pi x

151 mippi mi mi
215

sine neutrinos are relativist
Dan misfitEI Ipl m ima

Plvesve sin 2o sin DIII
Plvesve I Plveavn I sin Zosia AMIE



Neutrino Oscillations

Plvesve sin 2o sin DIII
Plvesve I Plveavn I sin Zosia AMIE

P ve Va is the probability re oscillate to Ver
pl vet Ve is the survivalprobability I consequenceof
unitarityg quantum mechanics

The wavelengthof an oscillation is givenby
dose km F E Gev

1 27 Dm Ter



Neutrino Oscillations
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Two rose probability plotted as a functiong Lika

amplitude
PCve rn proportional to

am 0002er n
mixing angles

sin20 0.8

E

spongy

wavelength
D a

g go
I 1200km proportional to mass

Plvesve If



Neutrino Oscillations
Three neutrino mixing

Ue VezVez

f un aurum

ftpMU utu UUt l

The exact same derivation applies but now

Ive We lv Her1027 Ues us



Neutrino Oscillations

In general we can write an arbitrary unitary3 3 matrix as

Us e diag e e 1 CKM On 013 023,8
diag eine eine 1

CkM I 0 O
O C O f

9 real parameters di 92 0,2 013 023 8
Pe pu 4



Neutrino Oscillations
The only place where U appears is in CC interactions
in neutral current interactions Ut U appear one for
V J and by onitarity give the identity matrix

Lcc
2g

I Ja t l ys law the a e me

Lcc
yay

Fi Uti fucc gt la Wat the
p

We can rephrase ie just E
rotate by a global each generationofthe chargedleptons

e e
i'pet

µ e puttin y ee
it



Neutrino Oscillations
This remove 3of the 9 paramets and a
further 2 phases can be removed by theDirac neutrino man term Im 4

y v Majorana particle cannot remove any
phases q pr are physicalphases ie they
have an effect on physical observables


